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summarization to control redundancy in the summarized text. In this paper, we propose a 

method called maximal marginal importance (MMI) for text summarization based on the idea 

of the well-known diversity approach maximal marginal relevance (MMR) where an 

emphasis is on the diversity based binary tree is used to exploit the diversity among the 

document sentences, where the whole document is clustered into a number of clusters, and 

then each cluster is presented as one binary tree or more. In our method, the sentence is 

evaluated based on its importance and its relevance. Our experimental results shown that the 

proposed method outperfonns the three benchmark methods used in this study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The automatic text summarization has gained high importance as an active research field in 

the recent years. The benefits of automatic text summarization system's availability increase 

the need for existence of such systems; the most important benefits of using a summary is its 

reduced reading time and providing quick guide to the interesting information. 

Diversity, which refers to distinct ideas included in the document, became a very 

important factor in automatic text summarization to control the redundancy in the 

summarized text. Many approaches have been proposed for text summarization based on the 

diversity. For example, MMR (maximal marginal relevance) [1], maximizes marginal 

relevance in retrieval and summarization. The sentence with high maximal relevance means it 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The automatic text summarization has gained high importance as an active research field in

the recent years. The benefits of automatic text summarization system's availability increase

the need for existence of such systems; the most important benefits of using a summary is its

reduced reading time and providing quick guide to the interesting information.

Diversity, which refers to distinct ideas included in the document, became a very

important factor in automatic text summarization to control the redundancy in the

summarized text. Many approaches have been proposed for text summarization based on the

diversity. For example, MMR (maximal marginal relevance) [1], maximizes marginal

relevance in retrieval and summarization. The sentence with high maximal relevance means it
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is highly relevant to the query and less similar to the already selected sentences. Our modified 

version of MMR maximizes the marginal importance and minimizes the relevance. This 

approach treats sentence with high maximal importance as one that has high importance in the 

document and less relevance to already selected sentences. 

MMR has been modified by many researchers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Our modification 

for MMR fonnula is similar to [2] and [3] modifications where the importance of the sentence 

and the sentence relevance are added to the MMR formulation. Ribeiro and Matos [18] 

proved that the summary generated by MMR method is closed to the human summary, 

motivating us to choose MMR and modify it by including some documents features. The 

proposed approach uses a binary tree to exploit the diversity among the document sentences. 

Neto et aI. [14] presented a procedure for creating approximate structure for document 

sentences in the fonn of a binary tree, in our study, we build a binary tree for each cluster of 

document sentences, where the document sentences are clustered using the K-means 

clustering algorithm into a number of clusters equal to the summary length. An objective of 

using the binary tree for diversity analysis is to optimize and minimize the text representation; 

this is achieved by selecting the most representative sentence of each sentences cluster. The 

redundant sentences are prevented from getting the chance to be candidate sentences for 

inclusion in the summary, serving as penalty for the most similar sentences. Our idea is 

similar to Zhu et at. 's idea [9] in terms of improving the diversity where he used absorbing 

Markov chain walks. 

The rest of this paper is described as follows: section 2 presents the features used in 

this study, section 3 discusses the importance and relevance of the sentence, section 4 

introduces the document-sentence tree building process, section 5 gives full description of the 

proposed method, section 6 discusses the experimental design. section 7 presents the 

experimental results and section 8 concludes our work and draws the future study plan. 

2. SENTENCE FEATURES 

The proposed method makes use of eight different surface level features; these features are 

identified after the preprocessing of the original document is done, like stemming using 

porter's stemmer· and removing stop words. The features are as follows. 

a. Word sentence score (WSS): it is calculated using the summation of terms weights (TF

ISF, calculated using eq. 1, [11]) of those terms synthesizing the sentence and occur in at least 

in a number of sentences equal to half summary length(LS) divided by highest tenn weights 

• bttp:llwww.tartarus.orglmartinlPorterStemmer/ 
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is highly relevant to the query and less similar to the already selected sentences. Our modified

version of MMR maximizes the marginal importance and minimizes the relevance. This

approach treats sentence with high maximal importance as one that has high importance in the

document and less relevance to already selected sentences.

MMR has been modified by many researchers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Our modification

for MMR formula is similar to [2] and [3] modifications where the importance of the sentence

and the sentence relevance are added to the MMR formulation. Ribeiro and Matos [18]

proved that the summary generated by MMR method is closed to the human summary,

motivating us to choose MMR and modify it by including some documents features. The

proposed approach uses a binary tree to exploit the diversity among the document sentences.

Neto et aI. [14] presented a procedure for creating approximate structure for document

sentences in the form of a binary tree, in our study, we build a binary tree for each cluster of

document sentences, where the document sentences are clustered using the K-means

clustering algorithm into a number of clusters equal to the summary length. An objective of

using the binary tree for diversity analysis is to optimize and minimize the text representation;

this is achieved by selecting the most representative sentence of each sentences cluster. The

redundant sentences are prevented from getting the chance to be candidate sentences for

inclusion in the summary, serving as penalty for the most similar sentences. Our idea is

similar to Zhu et al.'s idea [9] in terms of improving the diversity where he used absorbing

Markov chain walks.

The rest of this paper is described as follows: section 2 presents the features used in

this study, section 3 discusses the importance and relevance of the sentence, section 4

introduces the document-sentence tree building process, section 5 gives full description of the

proposed method, section 6 discusses the experimental design. section 7 presents the

experimental results and section 8 concludes our work and draws the future study plan.

2. SENTENCE FEATURES

The proposed method makes use of eight different surface level features; these features are

identified after the preprocessing of the original document is done, like stemming using

porter's stemmer· and removing stop words. The features are as follows.

a. Word sentence score (WSS): it is calculated using the summation of terms weights (TF

ISF, calculated using eq. 1, [11]) of those terms synthesizing the sentence and occur in at least

in a number of sentences equal to half summary length(LS) divided by highest term weights
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(TF-ISF) summation of a sentence in the document (HlFS) as shown in eq. 2, the idea of 

making the calculation of word sentence score under the condition of occurrence of its term in 

specific number of sentences is supported by two factors: excluding the unimportant terms 

and applying the mutual reinforcement principle [20]. MAN'A-LO'PEZ et al., [l5]calculated 

the sentence score as proportion of the square of the query-word number of a cluster and the 

total number ofwords in that cluster. 

Term frequency-inverse sentence frequency (IF-ISF) [11], term frequency is very 

important feature; its first use dates back to fifties [12] and still used. 

. [ 10g(S!(tu)+I)]
Wij =tflj xIsj =tj(tu's,) I---~- (1)

log(n +1) 

Where W jj is the term weight (IF-ISF) of the term Ii in the sentence s, . 

:LWjj 

WSS(SJ= 0.1 + ~~FS Ino.oj sentences containing t j >=~LS (2) 

Where 0.1 is minimum score the sentence gets in the case its terms are not important. 

b. Key word feature: the top 10 words whose high IF-ISF (eq. 1) score are chosen as key 

words [23, 24]. Based on this feature, any sentence in the docwnent is scored by the nwnber 

ofkey words it contains; where the sentence receives 0.1 score for each key word. 

c. N-friends feature: the n-friends feature measures the relevance degree between each pair of 

sentences by the nwnber of sentences both are similar to. The friends of any sentence are 

selected based on the similarity degree and similarity threshold [19]. 

. s i (fn'ends) ns j (friends) . . 
(3)N-jnends(s/,sj)=, (ji' ds)U (ji' ds)III'I-)s/ nen Sj nen 

d. N-grams feature: this feature determines the relevance degree between each pair of 

sentences based on the nwnber of n-grams they share. The skipped bigrams [25] used for this 

feature. 

e. The similarity to first sentence (simJsd): This feature is to score the sentence based on its 

similarity to the first sentence in the docwnent, where in news article, the first sentence in the 

article is very important sentence [21]. The similarity is calculated using eq. 11. 

f. Sentence centrality (Se): the sentence has broad coverage of the sentence set (docwnent) 

will get high score. Sentence centrality widely used as a feature [19, 16]. We calculate the 

sentence centrality based on three factors: the similarity, shared friends and shared n-grams 

between the sentence in hand and all other the docwnent sentences, normalized by n-I, n is 

the number ofsentences in the docwnent. 
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Where 0.1 is minimum score the sentence gets in the case its terms are not important.

b. Key word feature: the top 10 words whose high IF-ISF (eq. 1) score are chosen as key

words [23, 24]. Based on this feature, any sentence in the document is scored by the number

ofkey words it contains; where the sentence receives 0.1 score for each key word.

c. N-friends feature: the n-friends feature measures the relevance degree between each pair of

sentences by the number of sentences both are similar to. The friends of any sentence are

selected based on the similarity degree and similarity threshold [19].
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d. N-grarns feature: this feature determines the relevance degree between each pair of

sentences based on the number of n-grams they share. The skipped bigrams [25] used for this

feature.

N ()
s/(n-grams)nSj(n-grams) I' .

- grams s/ ,s = I 'I'}
j Is/(n -grams)Usj(n -grams) I

(4)

e. The similarity to first sentence (simJsd): This feature is to score the sentence based on its

similarity to the first sentence in the document, where in news article, the first sentence in the

article is very important sentence [21]. The similarity is calculated using eq. 11.

f. Sentence centrality (SC): the sentence has broad coverage of the sentence set (document)

will get high score. Sentence centrality widely used as a feature [19, 16]. We calculate the

sentence centrality based on three factors: the similarity, shared friends and shared n-grams

between the sentence in hand and all other the document sentences, normalized by n-1, n is

the number ofsentences in the document.
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Where d (S j ) is a document sentence except S j' n is the number of sentences in the 

document. () is the similarity threshold which is determined empirically, in an experiment 

was ron to determine the best similarity threshold value, we have found that the similarity 

threshold can take two values, 0.03 and 0.16. 

The following features are for those sentences containing n-grams [17] (consecutive 

terms) of title where n=l in the case ofthe title contains only one term, n=2 otherwise: 

g. Title-help sentence (THS): the sentence containing n-gram terms of title. 

THS(s,) = s/(n - groms)nT(n -groms) (6)
Is/(n - groms)UT (n -groms) I 

h. Title-help sentence relevance sentence (THSRS): the sentence containing n-gram terms of 

any title-help sentence. 

sj(n -groms)nTHS(s,(n -groms»
THSRS(s )=----<----------- (7)

j Isj(n -groms)UTHS(s,(n -groms» I 

The sentence score based on THS and THSRS is calculated as average of those two features: 

SS� NG =THS(s,)+THSRS(sj) (8)
2 

3.� THE SENTENCE IMPORTANCE(lMPR) AND SENTENCE 

RELEVANCE(REL) 

The sentence importance is the main score in our study; it is calculated as linear combination 

of the document features. Liu et al. [3] computed the sentence importance also as linear 

combination ofsome different features. 

IMPR(Si )=tNg(JVSS(Si)+SC(Si)+SS _NG(Si )+sim Jsd(Si)+kwrd(Si» (9) 

Where WSS: word sentence score, SC: sentence centrality, SS_NG: average of THS and 

THSRS features, Simjsd: the similarity of the sentence s/ with the first document sentence 

and kwrd (8/) is the key word feature. 

The sentence relevance between two sentences is calculated in [3] based on degree of 

the semantic relevance between their concepts, but in our study the sentence relevance 

between two sentences is calculated based on the shared friends, the shared n-grams and the 

similarity between those two sentences: 

Re/(s, ,s . ) = avg(n -friends(s. ,s . )+n - grams(s. ,s .) +sim(s.,s .» (10)
IJ� IJ IJ IJ 
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4. DOCUMENT - SENTENCE TREE BUILDING (DST) 

The fIrst stage for building the document-sentence tree is to cluster the document sentences 

into a number of clusters which is determined automatically by the summary length (number 

of sentences in the final summary), to select the initial centroids, from the sentences list, the 

sentence with higher number of similar sentences (sentence friends) is selected and fonn a 

sentence list for that sentence and its friends, where the number of friends are selected is 

equal to the total number of document sentences divided by the number of clusters, to 

calculate the sentence similarity between two sentences s ,and s j' we use TF-ISF and cosine 

similarity measure as in eq. 11 [19]: 

"" \r q(.f6v; )+-1)]2
~ (~l's,)if6v"sj1.1 q(n+1) 

., ) __;=====W='.='~=J====:==-r===========:' (11)sun\sl'Sj 

""lH"'w S \rl qw6vi )+-1)] )2 x ""lH"(w S )[1 qw6vi )+-1)] )2
~ Y II 1"1. q(n+1) ~ Y I' j q(n+l) 
~~ ~~ 

Where if is tenn frequency of tenn w I in the sentence S ,or Sj , sf is number of sentences 

containing the tenn w; in the document, n is number of sentences in the document. 

From the sentence list, the highest important sentence is selected as initial centroid 

and remove all sentences in the sentence list from document sentence list. The next centroid is 

selected from the remaining sentences in the document sentence list using the same 

procedure; this process is repeated until the required number of centroids achieved. For each 

sentences cluster, one binary tree or more is built, the sentence with higher number of friends 

(higher number of similar sentences) is selected with its friends and they are removed from 

the sentence cluster, the selected sentence with its friends used to build a binary tree, where 

the top level in the binary tree contain one sentence which is a sentence has highest score, the 

score of the sentence in the binary tree building process is calculated based on its importance 

and its friends number,· this is to balance between the importance and the centrality ( a 

number ofhigh important friends)- as the following: 

Score BT (S,) =impr(s, ) +(1-(1-impr(s, )xjriendsNo(s, ») (12) 

Where Score BT (Sj) is the score of the sentence s, in the binary tree building process, 

impr(s,)is importance of the sentence S 1 and friendsNo(sJ is the number of 

sentence friends. Each level in the binary tree will contain 2
1n 

of the higher score sentences, 

where In is the level number, In=O, I, 2, .....,n. if there are sentences remaining in the 

sentences cluster, the same procedure is repeated. 
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S. .METUOPOLOGY 

The proposed method for summary generation depends on the extraction of the hi~est 

important sent!=Dces from the original text, we introouce a modified versionofMMR, and we 

called it MMI (maximal marginal importance). MMR approach depends on the relevance of 

the document to the query, aI\,d it is for query 'baseo summary, in our moctification we have 

tried to release this restriction ~y replacing the query relevance with sentence importance for 

presenting the MMI as generil:: summarization appf()~h. 

Most features used in.this method are accUmulated together to sho'Y the importance 

of the sentence, the reason for including the importance of the sentence in the method is to 

emphasize on the high information richness in the sentence as well as high information 

novelty. We use the tree for grouping the most similar sentences together in easy way; .and we 

assume that the tree structure can take part in finding the diversity. 

MMI is used to select one sentence from the binary tree of each sentence cluster to 

be included in the final summary. In the binary tree, each level sentences get level penalty 

which is 0.01 times the level number, the purpose of the level penalty is to reduce the noisy 

sentences score, where the noisy sentences will exist in the low levels where the level penalty 

is higher, this is to allow the sentence with high importance and high centrality to get the 

chance to be a summary sentence, this idea is supported by the idea of PageRank used in 

Google [22] where the citation (link) graph of the web page or backlinks to that page is used 

to determine the rank of that page. The summary sentence is selected from the binary tree by 

traversing all levels and applying MMI on each level sentences. 

MMI (S. ) =Arg max [(scoreBT (Si )-P(Si»- max (ReI (Si ,sj »] (13) 
, S i eCS \SS Sj 6SS 

Where Re I (S I ,SJ ) is the relevance between the two competitive sentences, S I is unselected 

sentence in the current binary tree, S j is already selected sentence, SS is the list of already 

selected sentences, CS is the competitive sentences of the current binary tree and f3 is 
penalty level. 

In MMR, the parameter Ais very important, it controls the similarity between already 

selected sentences and unselected sentences, and where setting it to incorrect value may cause 

creation of low quality summary. Our method pays more attention for the redundancy 

removing by applying MMI in the tree structure-it used for grouping the most similar 

sentences in one cluster-, so we didn't use the parameter A because we just select one 

sentence from each binary tree and leave the other sentences. 
2 http://h: 
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be included in the final summary. In the binary tree, each level sentences get level penalty

which is 0.01 times the level number, the purpose of the level penalty is to reduce the noisy

sentences score, where the noisy sentences will exist in the low levels where the level penalty

is higher, this is to allow the sentence with high importance and high centrality to get the

chance to be a summary sentence, this idea is supported by the idea of PageRank used in

Google [22] where the citation (link) graph of the web page or backlinks to that page is used

to determine the rank of that page. The summary sentence is selected from the binary tree by

traversing all levels and applying MMI on each level sentences.

MMI (S. ) =Arg max [(scoreBT (S; )-P(S;»- max (ReI (S; ,Sj »] (13)
, S; eCS \SS Sj 6SS

Where Re I (S I ,SJ ) is the relevance between the two competitive sentences, S I is unselected

sentence in the current binary tree, S j is already selected sentence, SS is the list of already

selected sentences, CS is the competitive sentences of the current binary tree and f3 is

penalty level.

In MMR, the parameter Ais very important, it controls the similarity between already

selected sentences and unselected sentences, and where setting it to incorrect value may cause

creation of low quality summary. Our method pays more attention for the redundancy

removing by applying MMI in the tree structure-it used for grouping the most similar

sentences in one cluster-, so we didn't use the parameter A because we just select one

sentence from each binary tree and leave the other sentences.
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Our method is intent to be used for single document summarization as well as multi

documents summarization; it has ability to get rid of the problem of some information stored 

in single document or multi-documents which inevitably overlap with each other, and can 

extract globally important information. In addition to that advantage of the proposed method, 

it maximizes the coverage ofeach sentence by taking into account the sentence relatedness to 

all other document sentences. The best sentence based on our method policy is that sentence 

that has higher importance in the document, higher relatedness to most document sentences 

and less similar to the sentences already selected as candidates for inclusion in the summary. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [10] data collection became as standard 

data set for testing any summarization method; it is used by most researchers in text 

summarization. We have used DUC 2002 data to evaluate our method for creating a generic 

IOO-word summary, the task 1 in DUC 2001 and 2002, for that task, the training set 

comprised 30 sets of approximately 10 documents each, together with their IOO-word human 

written summaries. The test set comprised 30 unseen documents. A part of this data is used in 

our experiment which is document set D061. 

ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) toolkit [25] is 

used for evaluating the proposed method, where ROUGE compares a system 

generated summary against a human generated summary to measure the quality. 

ROUGE is the main metric in the DUe text summarization evaluations. It has 

different variants, in our experiment, we use ROUGE-N (N=l and 2) and ROUGE-L, 

the reason for selecting these measures is what reported by same study [25] that those 

measures work well for single document summarization. 

The ROUGE evaluation measure (version 1.5.52
) generates three scores for 

each summary: recall, precision and F-measure (weighted harmonic mean, eq. 14), in 

the literature, we found that the recall is the most important measure to be used for 

comparison purpose, so we will concentrate more on the recall in this evaluation. 

F 1 (14)

(alPhax(i)+(I-alPha)x(~)J 

2 http://haydn.isi.eduIROUGFJlatest.html 
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Our method is intent to be used for single document summarization as well as multi

documents summarization; it has ability to get rid of the problem of some information stored

in single document or multi-documents which inevitably overlap with each other, and can

extract globally important information. In addition to that advantage of the proposed method,

it maximizes the coverage of each sentence by taking into account the sentence relatedness to

all other document sentences. The best sentence based on our method policy is that sentence

that has higher importance in the document, higher relatedness to most document sentences

and less similar to the sentences already selected as candidates for inclusion in the summary.

6. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [10] data collection became as standard

data set for testing any summarization method; it is used by most researchers in text

summarization. We have used DUC 2002 data to evaluate our method for creating a generic

100-word summary, the task 1 in DUC 2001 and 2002, for that task, the training set

comprised 30 sets of approximately 10 documents each, together with their 100-word human

written summaries. The test set comprised 30 unseen documents. A part of this data is used in

our experiment which is document set D061.

ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) toolkit [25] is

used for evaluating the proposed method, where ROUGE compares a system

generated summary against a human generated summary to measure the quality.

ROUGE is the main metric in the DUe text summarization evaluations. It has

different variants, in our experiment, we use ROUGE-N (N=I and 2) and ROUGE-L,

the reason for selecting these measures is what reported by same study [25] that those

measures work well for single document summarization.

The ROUGE evaluation measure (version 1.5.52
) generates three scores for

each summary: recall, precision and F-measure (weighted harmonic mean, eq. 14), in

the literature, we found that the recall is the most important measure to be used for

comparison purpose, so we will concentrate more on the recall in this evaluation.

F I

(alPhax(i>)+(I-alPha)x(~))

2 http://haydn.isi.eduIROUGE/latest.html
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Where P, R are precision and recall respectively, alpha is parameter to balance 

between precision and recall, we set this parameter to 0.5. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The similarity threshold play very important role in our study where the most score of any 

sentence depends on its relation with other document sentences therefore we must pay more 

attention to this factor, one experiment is run for this purpose. The data set is used in this 

experiment is Due 2001, document set dOla containing eleven documents, each document 

accompanied with its model or human generated summary. We have experimented with 21 

different similarity threshold values ranging from O.ot to 0.2, 3 by stepping O.ot. We found 

that the best average recall score can be gotten using the similarity threshold value 0.16 but 

this value doesn't do well with each document separately, so we have examined each 

similarity threshold value with each document, we found that the similarity threshold value 

that can perform well with all documents is 0.03, therefore we decided to run our 

summarization experiment using the similarity threshold 0.03. 

We have run our summarization experiment using DUe 2002 document set D061 which 

contains two model or human generated summaries for each document, we called those two 

model summaries HI and H2, HI used to evaluate our proposed method summary against it 

and the human summary H2 used as benchmark to measure the quality of our method 

summary. Beside the human with human benchmark, we use also two more benchmarks 

which are baseline (outperformed all systems participated in DUe 2001 and Due 2002 in 

creating 100 words summary, [26]) and MS word summarizer, the baseline is the first 100 

words from the beginning of the document as determine by DUe 2002. 

The proposed method and the three benchmarks are used to create a summary for each 

document in the document set used in this study, each system created good summary 

compared with the reference (human) summary, the results using the ROUGE variants 

(ROUGE-I, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L) demonstrate that our method performs better than the 

three benchmarks. Although the recall score is the main score used for comparing the text 

summarization methods when the summary length is limited3
, we found that our method 

outperforms all three benchmarks for all average ROUGE variants scores. The overall 

analysis for the results is concluded in Table-I and the MM1 average recall at the 950/0

confidence interval is shown in Table-2: 

3 http://haydn.isLedulROUGEllatest.html 
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Where P, R are precision and recall respectively, alpha is parameter to balance

between precision and recall, we set this parameter to 0.5.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The similarity threshold play very important role in our study where the most score of any

sentence depends on its relation with other document sentences therefore we must pay more

attention to this factor, one experiment is run for this purpose. The data set is used in this

experiment is Due 2001, document set dOla containing eleven documents, each document

accompanied with its model or human generated summary. We have experimented with 21

different similarity threshold values ranging from 0.01 to 0.2, 3 by stepping 0.01. We found

that the best average recall score can be gotten using the similarity threshold value 0.16 but

this value doesn't do well with each document separately, so we have examined each

similarity threshold value with each document, we found that the similarity threshold value

that can perform well with all documents is 0.03, therefore we decided to run our

summarization experiment using the similarity threshold 0.03.

We have run our summarization experiment using DUe 2002 document set D061 which

contains two model or human generated summaries for each document, we called those two

model summaries HI and H2, HI used to evaluate our proposed method summary against it

and the human summary H2 used as benchmark to measure the quality of our method

summary. Beside the human with human benchmark, we use also two more benchmarks

which are baseline (outperformed all systems participated in DUe 2001 and Due 2002 in

creating 100 words summary, [26]) and MS word summarizer, the baseline is the first 100

words from the beginning of the document as determine by Due 2002.

The proposed method and the three benchmarks are used to create a summary for each

document in the document set used in this study, each system created good summary

compared with the reference (human) summary, the results using the ROUGE variants

(ROUGE-I, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L) demonstrate that our method performs better than the

three benchmarks. Although the recall score is the main score used for comparing the text

summarization methods when the summary length is limited3
, we found that our method

outperforms all three benchmarks for all average ROUGE variants scores. The overall

analysis for the results is concluded in Table-I and the MMI average recall at the 950/0

confidence interval is shown in Table-2:

) http://haydn.isLedulROUGFllatest.html
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Baseline 0.44008 0.44979 0.44456 0.18023 0.18596 0.18291 0.41241 0.42149 0.41660 
MSWord 
Summarizer 0.43681 0.52798 0.47356 0.21578 0.25889 0.23315 0.40328 0.48754 0.43729 
HI-H2 0.47379 0.48641 0.47993 0.17955 0.18494 0.18218 0.44018 0.45230 0.44608 
MMI 0.53484 0.55043 0.54143 0.19655 0.30536 0.30085 0.50119 0.51574 0.50832 

Table-I: MMI, Baseline, MS Word Summarizer and RI-Hl comparison: Recall, Precision and F
measure using ROUGE-I, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L 

ROUGE-1 0.47519 - 0.60689 
ROUGE-2 0.20742 - 0.39742 
ROUGE-L 0.43929 - 0.57523 

Table-2: MMI average recall at the 95%-confidence interval. 

For ROUGE-l average recall score, our method performance is better than the three 

benchmarks by: 0.06105,0.09803 and 0.09476 for Hl-H2, MS word summarizer and baseline 

respectively. For ROUGE-2 average recall score, our method performance is better than the 

three benchmarks by: 0.117, 0.08077 and 0.11632 for Hl-H2, MS word summarizer and 

baseline respectively. For ROUGE-L average recall score, our method performance is better 

than the three benchmarks by: 0.06111, 0.09801 and 0.08888 for Hl-H2, MS word 

summarizer and baseline respectively. The results obtained demonstrated that our proposed 

method - despite its simplicity where it doesn't make use of any deep natural language 

processing - it is effective in creating extracts. 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we have presented an effective diversity based method for single docwnent 

summarization, two ways were used for finding the diversity: the first one is as preliminary 

way where the document sentences are clustered based on the similarity- similarity threshold 

is 0.03 determined empirically- and all resulted clusters are presented as a tree containing a 

binary tree for each group of similar sentences. The second way is to apply the proposed 

method on each branch in the tree to select one sentence as summary sentence. The 

introduced method has advantages such simplicity, it doesn't use external resource except the 

original document given to be summarized and deep natural language processing is not 

required. Our method has shown good performance comparing with the benchmark methods 

used in this study. For future work, our research is still going on to extend the proposed 

method for multi document summarization and using a large data set. 
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Baseline 0.44008 0.44979 0.44456 0.18023 0.18596 0.18291 0.41241 0.42149 0.41660
MSWord
Summarizer 0.43681 0.52798 0.47356 0.21578 0.25889 0.23315 0.40328 0.48754 0.43729
H1-H2 0.47379 0.48641 0.47993 0.17955 0.18494 0.18218 0.44018 0.45230 0.44608
MMI 0.53484 0.55043 0.54143 0.19655 0.30536 0.30085 0.50119 0.51574 0.50831

Table-I: MMI, Baseline, MS Word Summarizer and HI-H2 comparison: Recall, Precision and F
measure using ROUGE-i, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L

ROUGE-l 0.47519 - 0.60689
ROUGE-2 0.20742 - 0.39742
ROUGE-L 0.43929 - 0.57523

Table-2: MMI average recall at the 9S0/0-confidence interval.

For ROUGE-l average recall score, our method performance is better than the three

benchmarks by: 0.06105, 0.09803 and 0.09476 for Hl-H2, MS word summarizer and baseline

respectively. For ROUGE-2 average recall score, our method performance is better than the

three benchmarks by: 0.117, 0.08077 and 0.11632 for Hl-H2, MS word summarizer and

baseline respectively. For ROUGE-L average recall score, our method performance is better

than the three benchmarks by: 0.06111, 0.09801 and 0.08888 for Hl-H2, MS word

summarizer and baseline respectively. The results obtained demonstrated that our proposed

method - despite its simplicity where it doesn't make use of any deep natural language

processing - it is effective in creating extracts.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented an effective diversity based method for single document

summarization, two ways were used for finding the diversity: the first one is as preliminary

way where the document sentences are clustered based on the similarity- similarity threshold

is 0.03 determined empirically- and all resulted clusters are presented as a tree containing a

binary tree for each group of similar sentences. The second way is to apply the proposed

method on each branch in the tree to select one sentence as summary sentence. The

introduced method has advantages such simplicity, it doesn't use external resource except the

original document given to be summarized and deep natural language processing is not

required. Our method has shown good performance comparing with the benchmark methods

used in this study. For future work, our research is still going on to extend the proposed

method for multi document summarization and using a large data set.
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